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Part 1. Below are some words and sentences from ꞋIipay Aa. 
Ꞌiikwich man 
siny  woman, girl 
Ꞌelymaam child, little one 
Ꞌelymaam Ꞌiikwich boy 
Ꞌelymaam siny girl (usually under 13) 
hattepaa coyote 
kuseyaay doctor 

ꞋIikwichches. It’s a man. 
Sinyches. It’s a woman. 
ꞋElymaam sinyches. It’s a girl. 
Hattepaaches. It’s a coyote. 
Siny kuseyaayches. The woman is a doctor. 
ꞋIikwich kuseyaayches. The man is a doctor. 

Q1. What observations can you make? (something along these lines:) Words that mean ‘male’ use 
Ꞌiikwich, and words that mean ‘female’ use siny; Ꞌelymaam, which means ‘child’, is used if we want to 
indicate ‘boy’ or ‘girl’ by combining ‘child’ with the word meaning ‘man’ or ‘woman/girl’. It also 
shows that girls over 13 might be considered women, rather than young girls. If we add -ches at the 
end we make a simple sentence.  

Q2. You should identify a suffix that makes nouns into simple sentences. What is that suffix? -ches 

Part 2. Now examine these data: 
Ꞌiikuu  big (Adj) 
Ꞌestik  small (Adj) 
nyilly black (Adj) 
nemeshap white (Adj) 
hepeshiw blue, green (Adj) 
Ꞌehan  good (Adj) 
wellich bad, ugly (Adj) 
Ꞌeshash pretty, beautiful (Adj) 
hechalyp happy (Adj) 
tenay  late (Adj) 
parhaaw fox (N) 
hechkullk wolf (N) 
nyemetaay mountain lion (N) 
Ꞌemekay mouse (N) 

nyemii wildcat (N) 
nemas raccoon (N) 
Ꞌephar brush rabbit (N) 
hellyaaw cottontail rabbit (N) 
Ꞌekwak deer (N) 
Ꞌehatt  dog; four legged pet (N) 
hattepaa Ꞌiikwich male coyote (N) 
hattepaa siny  female coyote (N) 
parhaaw siny female fox (N) 
Wellichches.     It’s sure ugly. 
Tenayches.     He’s (really) late! 
Rosita hechalypches.  Rosita is (sure) happy. 
ꞋAashaa Ꞌeshashches.   The bird is pretty, really. 
Hechkullk Ꞌiikuuches.  The wolf is big, really.
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Q1. What do you notice about the same suffix that was used above in Part 1? What does it do in these 
sentences? 
The same suffix -ches adds the meaning ‘really’, like an emphasis. 
 
Q2. What is the morpheme meaning ‘bird’? Ꞌaashaa 
 
Q3. What is the order of nouns (N) and adjectives (Adj) in ꞋIipay Aa? What evidence did you use to 
make this generalization? 
Nouns appear before adjectives. Evidence for this: in the sentence ‘The wolf is big, really,’ we know 
that hechkullk is ‘wolf’ and that Ꞌiiku is ‘big’ from the word list provided. Since the sentence is 
Hechkullk Ꞌiikuuches, the noun comes first, then the adjective along with the suffix -ches, which turns 
this into a sentence and also adds the ‘really’ emphasis. Following this reasoning we can also figure out 
that ‘bird’ is Ꞌaashaa, since it appears first in ‘The bird is pretty, really.’ ꞋAashaa Ꞌeshashches.  
 
Q3. Based on the data above, can you predict how the following would be translated into ꞋIipay Aa: 
 
Large male racoon:   (nemas Ꞌiikwich Ꞌiikuu) 

Good male fox:   (parhaaw Ꞌiikwich Ꞌehan) 

Happy female wolf:   (hechkullk siny hechalyp) 

Pretty female mountain lion: (nyemetaay siny Ꞌeshash) 

 

Part 3. Translate the following into English:  

1. ꞋEkwak Ꞌiikuuches.  (The deer is sure big; big, really) 

2. ꞋEmekay siny Ꞌestikches. (The female mouse is sure small; small, really) 

3. Nemas nyillyches.  (The racoon is sure black; black, really) 

 

Part 4. How would you say the following in ꞋIipay Aa: 

1. The male coyote sure is ugly/bad. (Hattepaa Ꞌiikwich wellichches.) 

2. The brush rabbit is white, really. (ꞋEphar nemeshapches.) 

3. The bird is blue/green, really.  (ꞋAashaa hepeshiwches.) 

  

Part 5. Create as many new simple sentences as you can using the data above and the rules you have 

uncovered. 

 




